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Shield and Sword: The United States Navy and the
Persian Gulf War (Hardback)
By Edward J. Marolda, Robert John Schneller

Naval Institute Press, United States, 2001. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Essential reading as part of the Chief of Naval Operation s Professional Reading Program!
Though not so well known as the land and air campaigns, the campaign at sea in the 1991 Gulf War
was vital in subduing Saddam Hussein s invasion forces and driving them out of Kuwait. U.S. Navy
surface ships and submarines launched hundreds of cruise missile attacks against Iraqi targets
throughout the war, and carriers sent air strikes deep into enemy territory. The battleships Missouri
and Wisconsin bombarded hostile targets while U.S. sailors joined U.S. Army and Royal Navy
helicopter crews in additional actions. SEAL missions, global sealift actions, mine countermeasures,
and operations in support of the economic embargo were still more contributing factors to the
complex joint warfare effort. Details of these naval operations are thoroughly documented and
analyzed in this authoritative study, conducted by the Naval Historical Center and published in
limited numbers in 1999. It is based on previously classified action and lessons-learned reports,
interviews with participants, and studies conducted by the Center for Naval Analyses and the
Department of Defense. The book includes candid evaluations of leadership...
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Reviews
It is an incredible book which i actually have ever go through. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this book.
-- Pr of. Jer a d Lesch
It in just one of my personal favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have read. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Delia Ruther for d
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